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1 Introduction and historyQuantum cryptography was initiated by StephenWiesner more than two decades ago [30].Over the years, a large number of theoretical applications of quantum physics to cryp-tography have been discovered: unforgeable bank notes and multiplexing channel [30],unforgeable subway tokens [5], self-winding one-time pad [4], key distribution [3], oblivi-ous transfer [13], coin ipping [3, 8], and bit commitment [8]. Recently, much excitementwas created [29, 18, 14, 26, 15, 28, etc.] when the success of a �rst experimental proto-type was reported for the quantum key distribution protocol [1]. Until now, not only wasthis prototype the �rst physical realization of a quantum cryptographic protocol, but keydistribution was the only quantum protocol ever proposed that could in fact be imple-mented reasonably with available technology. Even then, the prototype is not entirelyconvincing because it achieves secure key exchange over the distance of 32 centimeters!In this paper, we extend the applicability of quantum cryptography by describing anew protocol for oblivious transfer that is practical in the sense that it can be realized withavailable opto-electronic apparatus while being immune to any technologically feasibleattack for the foreseeable future, regardless of the computing power available to would-becheaters. Techniques similar to those explained here can also be used to overcome thelack of tolerance to errors apparently inherent to the quantum bit commitment protocolof [8]. In this paper, we only concentrate on the new quantum oblivious transfer protocol,and leave it for the reader to �gure out how these techniques apply to the bit commitmentprotocol. A major advantage of these protocols over the already-feasible key distributionis that bit commitment and oblivious transfer make perfect sense over a short distance.Previous quantum protocols have been proposed for both these tasks, but either theyleaked too much information [30], or they could not have been implemented in practicebecause they required one party to generate pure single-photon light pulses [3] or becausethey could not tolerate errors due to detector noise [13, 8].Before we proceed, let us recall the purpose of Oblivious Transfer (OT). In Rabin'soriginal OT [27], Alice sends a one-bit message to Bob, which he receives with probability50%, while receiving nothing otherwise. Bob �nds out whether or not he received Alice'sbit, but Alice remains totally ignorant about this. Neither Alice nor Bob can inuence theprobability 50% of success. The related notion of 1-out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer (�21�{OT)was subsequently 1 invented by Even, Goldreich and Lempel [16]. In this scenario, Aliceand Bob, play the following game. Alice starts with two one-bit messages of her choosing.The purpose of the protocol is for Alice to transmit the messages to Bob in such a waythat he can choose to receive either one of them (learning its value with exponentiallysmall error probability) but cannot obtain signi�cant partial information on both 2, whileAlice remains entirely ignorant of which of the two messages he received. It is shownin [11] that �21�{OT and Rabin's OT are equivalent in the sense that either one can be1 In fact, what Wiesner called \multiplexing channel" as early as the late 1960's [30] is essentiallywhat we now call 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer (of messages rather than single bits), but his protocolleaked partial information on both messages and could be subverted by a receiver who lied about thequantum e�ciency of his detectors. Thus, it can be said that the original inventor of oblivious transferis Wiesner and that the current paper, which �xes the shortcomings of Wiesner's protocol, is makingquantum cryptography go full circle.2More precisely, if b0; b1 are Alice's bits and � is the data Bob received through the protocol, thenat least one of H(b0j�; b1) or H(b1j�; b0) should be exponentially close to 1.2



implemented from a primitive that implements the other. Therefore, at least from atheoretical point of view, it does not matter which of these two protocols we achieve.The Quantum OT protocol described in this paper implements directly �21�{OT, whichis preferable from a practical point of view.Although OT might seem to be a bizarre idea at �rst, it is now well-known [22, 12]that it is a very useful primitive for building up interesting protocols, such as two-partyoblivious circuit evaluation (by which Alice owns a secret x, Bob owns a secret y, andboth of them compute the value of f(x; y) for an agreed upon function f , in such a waythat Alice learns nothing about y and Bob learns nothing about x, except for what canbe inferred from one's private input and the public value of f(x; y) ).Our new quantum OT protocol is described in Section 2, after a brief review of themain features of quantum physics. Section 3 reviews two fundamental mathematicaltools that are useful in order to implement quantum OT in practice and prove its secu-rity. Section 4 describes the only possible cheating strategies under the technologicallyreasonable assumptions that light pulses cannot be stored for a signi�cant length of time.Moreover, Section 4 proves, under this assumption, that our quantum OT protocol can-not be cheated by either party. Finally, Section 5 addresses more sophisticated attacks,which are completely infeasible at present or with any foreseeable technology: pulse stor-ing and coherent measurements. It is shown how to overcome the �rst of these attacks,but nothing is known about the unconditional security of our protocol against the secondattack (which is even more unreasonable than the �rst, technologically speaking). Never-theless, even this second attack (or in fact any attack consistent with quantum physics)can be thwarted from a computational point of view under the assumption that one-wayfunctions exist.Let us emphasize that all known classical (ie non-quantum) protocols for OT allowat least one among Alice or Bob to cheat without risk of detection if she or he can breakan unproved cryptographic assumption of some sort. Moreover, classical OT protocolsnecessarily o�er the opportunity for one party to attempt cheating o�-line, which meansthat these protocols fail even if the cryptographic assumption can only be broken at thecost of spending days of computing time on a supercomputer. More importantly, theycan fail retroactively if the appropriate algorithmic breakthrough is discovered years afterthe protocol has taken place, as long as the cheating party has kept a transcript of theexecution of the protocol. In contrast, the basic quantum OT protocol fails againstpulse storing only if the attack is carried out on-line, while the protocol is taking place.In particular, better technology in the future would not compromise the security of OTscarried out today. Similarly, the computational version of our scheme (assuming theexistence of one-way permutations), which is secure against arbitrary technology but notarbitrary computing power, must be cheated on-line if it is to be cheated at all.2 MethodThis section describes a quantum oblivious transfer protocol implementable under re-alistic physical conditions and assumptions similar to those used in the quantum keydistribution protocol of [2]. In particular we assume that the quantum transmission con-sists of series of very dim pulses of coherent or incoherent polarized light rather than3



individual photons (which are harder to generate), that the receiver attempts to de-tect the pulses by noisy, imperfectly quantum-e�cient detectors such as photomultipliertubes, and, as stated in the introduction, that the pulses cannot be stored for a signi�-cant length of time, so the receiver must measure each pulse before the next one arrivesor else lose the opportunity of measuring it at all.The quantum transmission used in the protocol uses light pulses of four canonicalpolarizations: horizontal, vertical, 45�{diagonal, and 135�{diagonal, henceforth denotedH , V , P , and Q respectively. As is well known, rectilinear (H and V ) photons can bereliably distinguished by one type of measurement, while diagonal (P and Q) photons canbe reliably distinguished by another type of measurement; but the uncertainty principleof quantum physics decrees that a random outcome results, and all information is lost,if one attempts to measure the rectilinear polarization of a diagonal photon, or viceversa. More generally, if a �{polarized photon is subjected to a polarization measurementalong axis �, it behaves like a �{polarized photon with probability cos2(� � �) and likea (� + 90�){polarized photon with the complementary probability sin2(� � �). Such ameasurement can be performed by using a �{oriented piece of birefringent material suchas calcite to split the incoming light beam into two beams (polarized at � and � + 90�),then directing these beams into two sensitive photon detectors such as photomultipliertubes. A pair of polarization states, such as H and V , or P and Q, that can be reliablydistinguished by some measurement is called a basis ; we will use polarization states Hand V to represent the bits 0 and 1 respectively in the rectilinear basis, and P and Q torepresent the same bits in the diagonal basis.At �rst it would seem that Rabin's OT could be achieved quite simply by havingAlice send Bob a single photon encoding the bit to be obliviously transferred in oneof the two canonical bases (rectilinear or diagonal), chosen randomly by Alice. Bobwould then randomly choose a basis in which to measure the photon, and �nally Alicewould tell him the correct basis. At that point Bob would have a half chance of havingreceived Alice's bit in the correct basis, and a half chance of knowing he had spoiled it,but Alice would not know which occurred. This simple protocol is inadequate becauseits probability of success would be seriously a�ected by ine�ciency or noise in Bob'sdetectors, and because it would allow Bob to get too much partial information aboutAlice's bit all the time by measuring in a basis intermediate between rectilinear anddiagonal, say � = 22 12�.A protocol for achieving �21�{OT based on the above idea was proposed by Cr�epeauand Kilian [13], but it was impractical because it failed dramatically in a realistic settingin which transmission errors may occur and dim light pulses are used rather than singlephotons. The more complicated protocol below is free from these disadvantages. The�rst step is necessary to adjust the protocol to the physical limitations of Bob's detectionapparatus, but it may be skimmed at �rst reading, being somewhat peripheral to themain idea of the protocol. (The dark count rate d is a detector's probability of registeringa count during a time slot when no photons are incident on it, and the quantum e�ciencyq is the excess probability, above d, of registering a count when one photon is incidenton the detector; a typical photomultiplier tube might have d = 10�5 and q = 25%.) Letb0 and b1 be Alice's bits and let c be Bob's choice (ie Bob wishes to obtain bc).4



1. Bob tells Alice the quantum e�ciency q and dark count rate d of his detectors.If these values are satisfactory (see below), Alice next tells Bob the intensity � oflight pulses she will be using, the fraction a of these pulses she will expect him todetect successfully, and the bit error rate " she will be willing to correct in his datato compensate for his dark counts and other noise sources. She also decides on asecurity parameter N used below, which she communicates to Bob. Alice and Bobagree on a linear binary error-correcting code capable of correcting with very highprobability N{bit words transmitted with expected error rate " (see Section 3.1).More precisely, a would normally be set to 1 � e�(�q+2d) � �q, the Poisson prob-ability of detecting 1 or more photons (or dark counts) in a pulse of intensity �,but might be set lower to allow for attenuation in the optical path between Aliceand Bob. Similarly " would normally be set to d=a � d=�q, the expected error ratefrom dark counts in Bob's two detectors, but might be set higher to compensatefor other noise sources. Alice's choice of � is guided by the need to simultaneouslyset a � �q high enough and " � d=�q low enough that a cheating Bob, whosedetectors were in fact far less noisy and more e�cient than he claimed, would notgain a signi�cant advantage from the brighter pulses and more voluminous checkinformation he had thus induced Alice to send. In Section 4.3 it is shown thatsafe oblivious transfer can be achieved when H(2") < 12 � (1 � e�� � �e��)=2a,where H is the entropy function 3. If this condition cannot be met, Alice abortsthe protocol.Finally, Alice and Bob engage in a test run in which Alice sends pulses of intensity� in a prearranged sequence of polarizations, and Bob, reading each pulse in thecorrect basis, veri�es that he can indeed detect the pulses with probability greaterthan a and error rate less than ".2. Alice sends Bob a random sequence of 2N=a faint pulses of the four canonicalpolarizations.3. Bob randomly decides for each pulse whether to measure it in the rectilinear ordiagonal basis, and records the basis and measurement result in a table whenever(with probability approximately a) a pulse is detected. Therefore Bob should suc-cessfully receive roughly 2N pulses. If he receives a few more, he ignores the excess;if he receives a few less, he completes his table by making a few random guesses,so that it has exactly 2N entries. Bob then reports to Alice the arrival times of all2N pulses he committed himself to have received, but not the bases he used or hismeasurement results.4. Alice tells Bob the bases she used to send each of the pulses he received.5. Bob partitions his pulses into two sets of N pulses each: a \good" set consisting(as much as possible) of pulses he received in the correct basis, and a \bad" setconsisting (as much as possible) of pulses he received in the wrong basis. He tellsAlice the addresses of the two sets, but he does not tell her which is the good setand which is the bad set. At this point, Bob shares with Alice a word (ie an N{bitstring) corresponding to his good set of measurements (with an expected error rate3 The entropy function is de�ned as H(p) = p lg 1p + (1� p) lg 11�p .5



not greater than "); he shares nothing (or nearly nothing since he may have receivedslightly more than N bits in the correct basis) with her with respect to his badset of measurements provided that he faithfully followed the protocol. Alice doesnot know which word she shares with Bob. (It may well be that Bob did not quitereceive N good pulses because of statistical uctuations in the number of pulsesreceived |which could be less than 2N| and in the proportion of pulses that hemeasured in the correct basis |which could be slightly under 12 . However, whenN is large enough, the errors that this might create in his good set are negligiblecompared to the expected errors due to noise.)6. Using the error-correcting code chosen at step 1, Alice computes the syndromesof the words corresponding to each set, and she sends them to Bob over an error-free channel. Given this data, Bob should be able to recover the original wordcorresponding to his good set but not that corresponding to his bad set.Furthermore, Alice computes a random subset parity for each set, and tells Bobthe addresses de�ning these random subsets, but not the resulting parities. At thispoint, Bob knows one of these parities exactly, while knowing nothing (or nearlynothing) about the other parity, and he knows which parity he knows. Of course,Alice knows both parities, but she does not know which one Bob knows. Let x0and x1 denote these parity bits, and let ĉ denote which one Bob knows.7. Bob tells Alice whether or not c = ĉ. (This is the very �rst time in the protocolthat c enters into play.)8. If c = ĉ, Alice gives x0� b0 and x1� b1 to Bob (in this prescribed order), otherwiseshe gives him x0 � b1 and x1 � b0. From this, Bob extracts bc.Theorem: Let � be the data Bob obtains from the protocol. At least one ofH(b0j�; b1)orH(b1j�; b0) is exponentially close (inN) to 1. Regardless of what happens, Alice learnsnothing.Proof: The rest of this paper constitutes the proof of this theorem. The main idea isthat Alice uses an error-correcting code to give Bob enough side information to correctthe errors in the good set but not the bad set, then hashes each set down to a single bitin such a way that Bob's residual information on the bit corresponding to his bad set isnegligibly small.Note: Because privacy ampli�cation [7] can be used to distill more than one bit, it iseasy to modify the protocol so that b0 and b1 are k{bit messages rather than single bits,in e�ect implementing directly the two-message version of andos, the all-or-nothing-disclosure-of-secrets of [9].3 Review of useful toolsTwo fundamental tools will be needed in order to allow the honest Bob to receive bit bcwhile preventing a cheating Bob from learning something about both bits: concatenatedcodes and privacy ampli�cation. 6



3.1 Concatenated codesOne major problem in making our protocol work in practice is that we need to furnishBob with information by which he can correct the small error rate of the good pulses(due to dark counts and other unavoidable noise), and do so with reasonable decodinge�ort and exponentially small (in N) residual error probability; while at the same timepreventing him (except with exponentially small probability of success) from correctingall the errors in a set containing a signi�cant proportion of pulses received in wrongbases, even with unlimited decoding e�ort. A concatenated code [17] combining a Reed-Solomon (RS) code [23] and a random linear binary code of exponentially smaller size isan appropriate choice for this purpose.Such codes o�er exponentially small residual error probability, while allowing infor-mation to be transmitted through a noisy binary symmetric channel e�ciently at a rateR(") � 1 � H(2") Their decoding may be accomplished e�ciently by Berlekamp's al-gorithm for the RS-code and by a brute-force search for the random linear code (thebrute-force search takes exponential time in the size of the random linear code, but thisis e�cient since this code is chosen to be exponentially smaller than the RS-code).Recall that to each binary linear error-correcting code is associated a parity checkmatrix H so that a word b is a codeword if and only if Hb> is the zero vector. For anarbitrary word b, the value ofHb> is called the syndrome of b. Our use of error-correctingcodes is somewhat nonstandard. Instead of sending a codeword into the (noisy) quantumchannel, Alice sends a random word. To allow e�cient decoding by Bob, she also sendshim the corresponding syndrome over a noiseless channel. It is easy to see that this doesnot alter Bob's decoding e�ort, and it has the advantage of facilitating the use of privacyampli�cation (see below).The fact that these codes can also prevent Bob (except with exponentially smallprobability of success) from correcting the errors in a set containing a signi�cant propor-tion of pulses received in wrong bases, even with unlimited decoding e�ort, is far morecomplicated to demonstrate. We sketch in Section 4.2 that whatever set of (canonical ornoncanonical) bases Bob uses at step 3 to get his data and whatever partition he choosesat step 5, the additional information provided to him by Alice does not enable him tocorrect the errors in both sets, or even gain partial information about more than one ofAlice's bits (except with exponentially small probability).3.2 Privacy ampli�cationPrivacy ampli�cation is a tool developed in [7] for distilling a short very secret stringfrom a longer partly-secret one. Here, we need only a rather simple special case of thistechnique. Let x denote a string of length N about which Bob knows only k parity bits 4,where k < N . A special case of Theorem 10 in [7, p. 224] says that if a random subset ofthe bits of x is chosen, the probability that Bob has any information about its parity isless than 2�(N�k�1)= ln 2.4 A parity bit about x is the exclusive-or of an arbitrary subset of the bits of x. In particular, physicalbits and check bits generated by linear error-correction codes, such as the syndrome of x, are parity bits.7



In particular, consider the case in which Bob already knows t bits of x and consider asecurity parameter s. If no more than N�t�s�1 additional parity bits are given to Bobas the syndrome of x with respect to a linear code, the expected amount of informationhe has on the parity of a random subset of x is less than 2�s= ln 2. (This is a conservativeestimate since it is likely that the check bits would not be entirely independent from thebits previously known.) Therefore, if Bob knows a proportion  < 1�H(2") of the bitsof x before receiving the syndrome, and if enough check bits are provided to correct aproportion " of errors, then the probability that Bob knows anything about the parity ofa random subset of the bits of x remains arbitrarily small provided that x is su�cientlylong.4 Various cheats and how to overcome themLet us �rst notice that there is very little that Alice can do in order to cheat the quan-tum OT protocol of Section 2. Obviously, she can cheat at step 8 by telling Bob thecomplement of what she should. However, this does not count as genuine cheating sincein this case an OT will have been carried out, except that the bit transferred will nothave been what it should have (nothing can prevent this type of cheating unless Alicehas to commit to her bits before the start of the protocol | an entirely di�erent problemknown as veri�able oblivious transfer [12]).What would count as a genuine success in cheating for Alice would be if she coulddetermine (or at least get an indication about) which of her bits was of interest to Bob(ie the value of c). But notice that Bob does not say anything that involves c untilstep 7. Moreover, ĉ is purely random and information-theoretically hidden from Alicebecause she cannot tell which of Bob's sets was the good set 5. Therefore, telling Aliceat step 7 whether or not c = ĉ does not reveal any information about c either. Thus,it is information-theoretically impossible for Alice to cheat, regardless of her computingpower and available technology, provided that Bob faithfully follows his protocol.Nevertheless, there is one thing that Alice can attempt in the hope that Bob willgoof: she can use garbage for one of the two syndromes she sends at step 6. The point isthat Bob would have no way of detecting such behaviour if she sends garbage in relationto his bad set (which he does not even try to correct). Therefore, if Bob complains , shelearns that this must be because she chose to send garbage for the good set. In itself,this cheat would not pay o� because Bob would catch Alice in the act of cheating beforeshe had any chance to learn something: Bob's choice c is not used in the protocol untilstep 7, after Alice is asked to send her syndromes. However, if Bob does not complain,Alice might infer that she picked the bad set | since otherwise, she may think, he wouldhave complained! This is more serious because in this case the protocol will continue andAlice will learn Bob's choice c, and moreover Bob will not even be aware of this leakage.Of course, each time Alice gambles on this, she runs a 50% chance of being caught, butit may be worthwhile since it could be that even one undetected success is enough totell Alice a great deal. There is an easy way out for Bob: if he discovers that Alice hascheated, he stoically shuts his mouth and continues as if nothing had happened. (Once5 This is why we had to use noninteractive reconciliation, such as that provided by error-correctingcodes, rather than the interactive reconciliation protocols of [6, 2].8



aware of Alice's dishonesty, he takes whatever actions are necessary to counter her plans,but he must do so discreetly.) If Alice knows that this will be Bob's behaviour, sheknows that she cannot hope to learn anything from cheating, and thus she may not evenattempt it. Potential harm caused by this kind of cheating behaviour from Alice can alsobe prevented mathematically rather than psychologically. The protocol used in [13] toreduce �21�{OT to so-called �{�21�{OT can be used here to ensure that Alice cannot gaininformation on Bob's choice except with exponentially small probability, and that she isalmost certain to be caught in the act (before gaining any information) if she even tries.In sharp contrast, several cheating strategies are available for Bob to attempt creatingtwo good sets at step 5, or at least two sets so that he learns something about both ofAlice's bits. We shall now demonstrate that, regardless of Bob's strategy, there is atleast one set that would result in Bob learning at most an exponentially small biason the corresponding bit of Alice. Without loss of generality, we shall concentrate onsymmetric strategies, ie cheating strategies that favour neither of the sets formed by Bob.Indeed, any asymmetric strategy would reduce Bob's advantage about one of Alice's bits,and would therefore be less good if Cheating Bob's goal is to learn something about bothbits.4.1 The standard attackLet us �rst consider the easy case in which Bob does not cheat at step 3. In such acase, Bob's only symmetric strategy would be to select about N=2 good bits (and thusN=2 bad bits) in each set. As a result, Bob knows only about half of the bits in eachset. As long as the number of check bits sent by Alice at step 6 for each set is less thanN=2, it follows that Bob knows less than N parity bits about each set. Hence, privacyampli�cation applies to conclude that Bob's expected information on the parities of bothrandom subsets chosen by Alice at step 8 are vanishingly small. Therefore, this attackis futile whenever H(2") < 12 , ie " < 5:501%, as we have seen in Section 3.2.To be technically exact, one should consider the case in which Bob is morelucky than average at step 3 and gets more than N good bits. The number L ofgood bits follows a Binomial(2N; 1=2). Therefore, the standard deviation of L=2 ispN=8 . This implies that the probability that L=2 exceeds N=2 + 5pN=8 is aboutone in two million. Moreover, one should also take account of the privacy ampli�cationparameter s (cf Section 3.2). Setting s = 21 makes Bob's probability of knowing theparity of a random subset less than about one in two million as well. Therefore, if thecode's syndromes are of length less than N=2� 5pN=8 � 22 bits, the probability thatBob succeeds at cheating is no better than one in a million. In practice, this means that" should be somewhat smaller than 5.501% for Alice to accept to play the game, butthat the threshold probability tends to 5.501% as N tends to in�nity. In our analysisof the other, more sophisticated, attacks, we shall be somewhat sloppy and determine" as if Bob did not get more information than average. A more careful analysis will beprovided in the �nal paper.
9



4.2 The Breidbart attackAn obvious way in which Bob can cheat is by measuring Alice's pulses in bases other thanrectilinear or diagonal. The most extreme such strategy would be for him to measureeach pulse in the so-called Breidbart basis [5], which is angle 22 12�, precisely half-waybetween the canonical bases. When he does this, Bob obtains each of Alice's bits withprobability � = cos2 22 12� = (2 + p2)=4 � 85:3553%. Note that knowing a bit withprobability � yields only 1 �H(�) � 0:399 bit of information in the sense of Shannon,whereas a legitimate measurement in a canonical basis yields an expected 0.5 bit ofShannon information. Nevertheless, it could happen that Breidbart measurements aremore useful in the presence of additional check bit information and/or more resistant toprivacy ampli�cation.It turns out that this is not so: no measurement can do better than the legitimatemeasurements in canonical bases. We now sketch the proof of this claim. Due to spacelimitation we cannot give a complete proof, which will appear in the journal version ofthis paper. Rather, we restrict our attention to the situation in which Bob performs onlyBreidbart measurements 6. We analyse the volume of check bits that Alice can give toBob without compromising the secrecy of her two bits. First we make a few legitimatesimpli�cations of the situation we want to analyze. The following scenario summarizesthe situation.� We assume that the quantum channel is error free (this only makes Bob morepowerful).� Alice sends Bob a bit string b = b1; b2; :::; bN .� Bob receives it as b0 = b01; b02; :::; b0N through a binary symmetric channel whichtransmit bits correctly with probability � (from the Breidbart measurements).� Alice reveals the syndrome Sb = Hb> to Bob, where H is the K �N parity checkmatrix of the linear code considered (K is the syndrome length).� Alice picks a random subset I of f1; 2; :::; Ng and announces it to Bob.� Bob wants to approximate z =Mi2I bi.Let the actual number of errors in Bob's data be D (out of N bits). To simplify theanalysis, assume that the exact value of D is revealed to Bob by God. We are about toprove Bob's inability to cheat even when provided with this additional information, whichof course implies the same in the real world (since he could elect not to use the informationeven if provided). As long as K � 3N=5, we now show that, except with exponentiallysmall probability, Bob will have an exponential number of equally likely candidates forAlice's original string b. Therefore, privacy ampli�cation applies to conclude that hisinformation on z is vanishingly small. In contrast, any value of K larger than N=2 wouldhave allowed Bob to guess z with good probability if his information had been obtained6 A priori, it could be that the best strategy for Bob is a mixed strategy in which he measures somepulses in the Breidbart basis, some in canonical bases, and perhaps some others in yet other bases.10



by use of measurements in canonical bases (in which case Bob would know half the bitsof b exactly and would have no information on the other half).For any positive � < 1��, except with exponentially small probability (as a functionof N), for all large enough N ,N=2 < N �D < (� + �)N :Moreover, the number of words at Hamming distance D from b0 is �ND�, which is thuslower-bounded by �ND� > � N(� + �)N� :Using the approximation [23]2H(�)Np8N�(1� �) � � N�N� � 2H(�)Np2�N�(1� �) ;we get the lower bound �ND� > 2H(�+�)NpNbecause 8�(1� �) � 1 precisely when � � � (or � � 1� �).We want to obtain a lower bound on the number of words at distance D from b0that have b's syndrome since those are the only candidates for b in the eyes of Bob.Unfortunately, we cannot simply divide the above lower bound on �ND� by 2K , whichis the number of syndromes, because there is no reason a priori to believe that all thesyndromes are equally represented among the words at distance D from b0. Let Mstand for �ND�=2K . Let ND(x; y) be the number of words with syndrome y at distance Dfrom a �xed word w with syndrome x (this function is well de�ned because its value isindependent of the speci�c choice of w; moreover, ND(x; y) = ND(~0; x� y) = ND(y; x)).Provided that K � 3N=5, we now show that ND(Sb0 ; Sb) is exponentially large exceptwith exponentially small probability, where the probability is taken over all choices ofb0 at distance D from b. More precisely, we now show that ND(Sb0 ; Sb) � 2�rM withprobability at least 1� 2�r for any security parameter r > 0.Starting from word b, each syndrome s occursND(Sb; s) times among the words at dis-tance D from b. Therefore syndrome s has probability ND(Sb; s)=�ND� = ND(s; Sb)=�ND�of being selected, ie of being that of the actual b0. Thus, any syndrome s for whichND(s; Sb) < 2�rM (which would be bad because it would mean less uncertainty forBob) has probability of occurrence less than (2�rM)=�ND� = 12K 2�r. Even if all butone syndrome were in that category, their collective probability would still be less than2�r. This establishes the claim that ND(Sb0 ; Sb) � 2�rM , except with probability lessthan 2�r.Putting this together with our lower bound on �ND�, we conclude that, except withprobability less than 2�r and provided that N=2 < N �D < (� + �)N ,ND(Sb0 ; Sb) � 2�rM = �ND�2K 2�r > 2H(�+�)N�K�rpN :11



Let � and � be two arbitrary positive constants such that �+ � <H(� + �)� KN , whichis always possible provided that K < 3N=5 and � is small enough. Setting r = �Nyields the �nal result that ND(Sb0 ; Sb) > 2�N=pN , which is exponentially large in N ,except with probability less than 2��N + Prob[N �D � (� + �)N or D � N=2], whichis exponentially small in N .At this point one can invoke the privacy ampli�cation theorem 7 of [7] and say thatthe residual information about z =Li2I bi is exponentially small in N because Bob hasexponentially many candidates from which to choose b. This completes the argumentfrom which we conclude that canonical measurements would have been more useful toBob since they would allow Cheating Bob to recover both of Alice's messages easily if shewere willing to supply as many asK = 3N=5 check bits in her syndromes (see Section 4.1).The analysis for all possible canonical and noncanonical measurements is somewhatsimilar to what we just presented but much more complicated. From now on we assumethat Bob makes his measurements in the canonical bases, because he would gain lessinformation otherwise.| for your eyes only |An adversary's ideal strategyIn this section we analyse the amount of redundancy that Alice can give to Bob withoutcompromising the secrecy of her two bits. As a measure for how much Bob can approx-imate b0 and b1 we consider his ability to predict b0 � b1. If he could predict both bitswith a non-negligeable advantage he could bias this XOR as well. We use this measurebecause it makes the analysis simpler. Assume for this analysis that the channel is errorfree (this makes Bob more powerful). The following scenario summarize the problem wewould like to analyse:� Alice sends Bob a bit string b = b1; b2; :::; b2N using bases �1; �2; :::; �2N .� Bob receives it as b0 = b01; b02; :::; b02N with bases  1;  2; :::;  2N of his choice.� Alice creates a random codeword c = c1; c2; :::; c2N and reveals x = b � c to Bob,together with the bases �1; �2; :::; �2N .� Bob computes a string c0 = b0 � x.� Alice picks a random subset I of f1; 2; :::; 2Ng and announces it to Bob.How well can Bob approximate the random variable C = Li2I ci? We give an upperbound on Bob's ability to predict C valid for all choices of angles  1;  2; :::;  2N he couldmake at the second step as a function of the rate R of the codewords used by Alice.Let us �rst de�ne two magic constants that will be used in the analysis later. Let� = cos2(22:5�) � :853553 and let  = H�1(0:5) � :889972. Denote cj bp the random7 To be technically exact, one needs Lemma 9 rather than Theorem 10 from [7] in this case.12



variable that will take the binary value b with probability p and 1 � b with probability1� p.Bob will make his guess for the value of C based on his knowledge of the string c0and of the angles he used. We formalize our argument by replacing Bob's data c0 by evenmore reliable data c00 = c001 ; c002 ; :::; c002N and show that even with that better data he stillcannot predict C.The distribution of Bob's actual data is given byc0i = cj cicos2(�i� i). As a �rst approach to the above replacement idea, consider the following distributionc00i = � ci if cos2(�i �  i) > �cj ci� if cos2(�i �  i) � �Notice that for both these distributions, whatever  i is Pr �cos2(�i �  i) > �� =12 because �i is equally likely to be 0� or 45�, unless  i = 22:5� which givesPr �cos2(�i � 22:5�) � �� = 1. Notice also that whenever j�i �  ij � 22:5� we havethat cos2(�i �  i) � � which means that the random variable c00i as always at least ascorrolated to ci as c0i. Now we estimate Bob's ability to predict C when the string c00 isgiven to him.On average Bob gets half the bits of c exactly and knows that fact and the other halfof the bits are given to him through a symmetric binary channel with error probablity1� �. If he uses some  i = 22:5� he will decrease his expected number of bits receivedexactly, which is worse. Given that Bob has received the string c00 we would like to countthe number of codewords that this string could come from. For this we consider thenumber of words that agree with �N out of N speci�c positions of c00 (remember thatthe other N positions are known precisely). The number of words that agree with �Nout of N positions is � N�N� � 2H(�)NpN :If we compare this to the number of syndromes of the code 22N�2RN we �nd that as longas R > 1 � H(�)2 � 0:699561 there will be an exponential number (in N) of codewordsthat are equally possible as origin for c00. By a theorem of [BBR] it implies that Bob'sknowledge of C is exponentially small in N . (of cousre it is simpli�ed here but youunderstand...)De�ne the function �x = cos2(45� � arccos(px))which return the value cos2(45� � �) given cos2(�) as input. Let � � 0:922 be a newmagic constant such that H(�) = H(��)2 :Now consider a more precise distribution for c00:13



c00i =8<: ci if cos2(�i �  i) > �cj ci� if � � cos2(�i �  i) � ��cj ci�� if cos2(�i �  i) < ��Notice now that if  i is such that � � cos2( i) � �� then � � cos2(�i �  i) � �� for bothvalues of �i, and for all other (outer)  i we getPr �cos2(�i �  i) > �� = Pr hcos2(�i �  i) < ��i = 12 :This de�niton of c00i is also more corrolated to c than c0 because for each possibilty wereplace each probability with an upper bound.Now suppose that Bob decides a times out of 2N to be in the case � � cos2( i) � ��and b times out of 2N to be in the opposite case. On average Bob gets b2 bits of cexactly and knows that fact and the other b2 bits are given to him through a symmetricbinary channel with error probablity 1� ��. The other a bits are given to him through asymmetric binary channel with error probablity 1� �. Given that Bob has received thestring c00 we would like to count the number of codewords that this string could comefrom. For this we consider the number of words that agree with �a out of a speci�cpositions of c00 and that agree with �� b2 out of b2 extra positions (remember that the otherb2 positions are known precisely). The number of words that agree with with �a out of aand that agree with �� b2 out of b2 positions is� a�a�� b2�� b2� � 2H(�)apa 2H(��)2 bq b2 � 2H(�)2Nqab2 :due to the choice of our magic cosntant �.If we compare this to the number of syndromes of the code 22N�2RN we �nd that aslong as R > 1�H(�) � 0:607 there will be an exponential number (in N) of codewordsthat are equally possible as origin for c00. Again the theorem of [BBR] implies that Bob'sknowledge of C is exponentially small in N .This argument can be generalized. Let's do it one more time with a larger number ofcases Bob will have to choose from. Let � � 0:987, � � 0:953 and � � 0:89 be three newmagic constants such thatH(�) = H(��) +H(�)2 = H(��) +H(�)2 = H(��)2 :Now consider a even more precise distribution for c00:
c00i = 8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:

ci if cos2(�i �  i) > �cj ci� if � � cos2(�i �  i) > �cj ci� if � � cos2(�i �  i) > �cj ci� if � � cos2(�i �  i) � ��cj ci�� if �� > cos2(�i �  i) � ��cj ci�� if �� > cos2(�i �  i) � ��cj ci�� if cos2(�i �  i) < ��14



Now suppose that Bob decides a times out of 2N to be in the case � � cos2( i) � ��, btimes out of 2N to be in the case � � cos2( i) > � or �� > cos2( i) � ��, c times out of 2Nto be in the case � � cos2( i) > � or �� > cos2( i) � �� and d times out of 2N to be in thecase cos2( i) > � or cos2( i) < �� . On average Bob gets d2 bits of c exactly and knows thatfact and the other d2 bits are given to him through a symmetric binary channel with errorprobablity 1� ��, c2 bits through a symmetric binary channel with error probablity 1��, c2bits through a symmetric binary channel with error probablity 1 � ��, b2 bits through asymmetric binary channel with error probablity 1��, b2 bits through a symmetric binarychannel with error probablity 1 � ��, and a bits are given to him through a symmetricbinary channel with error probablity 1��. Given that Bob has received the string c00 wewould like to count the number of codewords that this string could come from. For thiswe consider the number of words that agree with �a out of a speci�c positions of c00, thatagree with �� b2 out of b2 positions,that agree with � b2 out of b2 positions,that agree with�� c2 out of c2 positions,that agree with � c2 out of c2 positions,and that agree with �� d2 outof d2 positions (remember that the other d2 positions are known precisely). The numberof words with this property is� a�a�� b2�� b2�� b2� b2�� c2�� c2�� c2� c2�� d2�� d2� � 2H(�)apa 2H(��)+H(�)2 bb2 2H(��)+H(�)2 cc2 2H(��)2 dqd2 � 2H(�)2Nbc4qad2 :due to the choice of our magic cosntants.If we compare this to the number of syndromes of the code 22N�2RN we �nd that aslong as R > 1�H(�) � 0:517 there will be an exponential number (in N) of codewordsthat are equally possible as origin for c00. Again the theorem of [BBR] implies that Bob'sknowledge of C is exponentially small in N .Seemingly the inner interval is converging toward [�; ] which is quite natural since was chosen so that H() = 12 and that we have a trivial lower bound at 12 . This boundis due to the fact that if Bob is honest he will get half the bits and if the redundency ismore than half he would be able to recover the whole string.| Back to the Future |4.3 BeamsplittingAnother way by which Bob can cheat involves step 3 again. The idea is to capitalize onthe fact that the pulses sent by Alice at step 2 are not pure single-photon states. Recallthat Alice's pulses are sent with an expected � photon per pulse, where � is signi�cantlysmaller than 1. More precisely, a perfectly e�cient photo-counter would count for eachpulse a number of photons that follows a Poisson distribution with mean �. In particular,there is a probability � = 1�e����e�� � �2=2 that a pulse would give rise to a multiplecount. We shall assume conservatively that whenever a multiple count is obtained, Bob
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learns Alice's bit with certainty 8.It is now important to remember that Honest Bob's detectors have less than perfecte�ciency. Recall that Bob's counting e�ciency, denoted by a, was determined at step 1and that the number of pulses sent by Alice at step 2 is M = T=a, where T = 2Nis the number of pulses that Bob must receive successfully. But now consider the caseof Cheating Bob, whose photodetectors are in fact perfect. Such a Bob can obtainAlice's bit with certainty for the entire set of M� = T�=a multiple-count pulses, and hewould report success on those at step 3. Assuming that � < a |otherwise, Alice wouldhave aborted the protocol at step 1| Bob still has to report success on an additional(1 � �=a)T pulses, which he chooses randomly among the single-count pulses, which heread (according to the honest protocol) in random canonical bases.As a result, Bob knows T�=a bits from beamsplitting and about half of the remaining(1 � �=a)T bits from \honest" behaviour, for a total of T bits, where  = 12 + �=2a.This is (1+ �=a) times more bits than the T=2 that he would have expected to know hadhe not taken advantage of multiple-count pulses. In this case, the symmetric cheatingstrategy consists of splitting the T = 2N bits in two sets of size N so that he knows aproportion  of the bits in each set. From here, the analysis is similar to that of thestandard attack (Section 4.1), except that Bob knows a larger fraction of the bits ofwhichever set is chosen by Alice. Therefore, this cheat will be thwarted provided thatH(2") < 1�  = 12 � �=2a.This completes the formal demonstration of the main theorem (Section 2), under thereasonable assumption that Bob must measure each pulse before the next one arrivesor else lose the opportunity of measuring it at all: the protocol is safe, even againstcheaters having access to unlimited computing power, because step 1 makes sure thatH(2") < 12 � �=2a. The closer to this value is ", the more pulses will have to be receivedsuccessfully by Bob at step 3 in order to take account of expected statistical deviations,as explained in Section 4.1. (It is according to this consideration that Alice chooses thevalue of N at step 1.)As a numerical example, consider the case in which the e�ciency of Honest Bob'sphotodetectors is q = 25%, and assume that Alice sends her pulses at intensity � = 0:05.In this case, ignoring dark counts and attenuation in the optical channel, Bob's ex-pected counting e�ciency would be a = 1� e��q � 1:242%, � � 0:1209%,  � 54:87%,and therefore expected error rates " up to about 4:725% on the legitimate use of thequantum channel can be tolerated. If errors are due only to dark counts, this impliesthat one expected dark count every 2000 time slots can be tolerated, which is entirelyreasonable with current technology.8 In principle, though not with present technology, he could do this by analyzing the photon numberstate of the original pulse without spoiling its polarization, then separating all two-photon pulses intotwo single photons and measuring one in each canonical basis. After hearing the correct basis from Aliceat step 4, he would know which measurement was relevant and thus learn Alice's bit with certainty.In practice, he could learn Alice's bit with probability 75% for double-count pulses by a much simplerapparatus in which a half-silvered mirror is used to split the beam into two parts, one measured recti-linearly and one diagonally. If two counts were obtained in such an apparatus, Bob would be able, afterhearing the correct basis from Alice, to determine her bit accurately except when (with probability 25%)both counts had occurred in the wrong-basis half of the apparatus, in which case he would know thathe failed to learn anything about Alice's bit. 16



5 More sophisticated attacksIn principle, the quantum OT protocol described in Section 2 could be subjected to moresophisticated attacks, which are possible in principle although infeasible at present orin the foreseeable future. The �rst of these attacks, pulse storing , can be overcome atthe cost of making the protocol more complicated, although it would remain possible toimplement it with current technology. The second attack, coherent measurements , maybe impossible to counter, but it is even more unrealistic than the �rst one.5.1 Pulse storingInstead of measuring the pulses at step 3, Bob could merely pretend to do so, while infact storing all the pulses he pretended to detect in a lossless delay line. Then, after Alicehas announced the sending bases at step 4, he could measure them in the correct bases|which he now knows| using a perfectly e�cient detector. He would then be able topresent Alice with two \good" sets of bits, and thus obtain both b0 and b1. In order tomount such an attack, it is clear that Bob needs to be able to keep the pulses' polarizationfor an arbitrary long time (because Alice might suspect Bob of attempting this attackand thus wait for a while before step 4) and that he must have perfect or near-perfectphoto-detection. However, even this would not be su�cient. Bob's additional di�cultyis that he must tell Alice as early as step 3 which pulses he claims to have successfullymeasured. But recall that the pulses are so dim that even a perfectly e�cient apparatuswould detect only about a fraction � of them. No technology is available or foreseeable fordetermining whether the pulse would be detected (formally, measuring the number-stateof the pulse) without in fact attempting to detect it, which would spoil it!Even if we grant Bob the technology necessary to perform this attack, there is aconceptually easy �x to the OT protocol. First of all, Alice would send 3N=a pulsesat step 2, allowing roughly 3N of them to be successful if Bob is honest. Then, beforestep 4, Bob would use a bit commitment scheme to commit to each of the bases usedfor his successful measurements as well as to the bits thus obtained. Still before step 4,Alice would select a random subset of N reported successes, and ask Bob to open hiscommitments for those. This allows Alice to check that Bob's commitments are correct(subject to error rate ") when his committed basis is correct and that his commitmentsare uncorrelated to the correct bits when his basis is incorrect. Not only does this proveto Alice that Bob measured the pulses before step 4, but also that he did not measurethem in noncanonical bases (such as the Breidbart basis).But of course, one may ask which commitment scheme should be used? Obviously,we would lose most of the bene�t from quantum cryptography if we used a scheme thatis merely computationally secure. Fortunately, quantum bit commitment schemes exist[3, 8]. Even though the schemes presented in [3, 8] are technologically unreasonable, asmentioned in the introduction, the techniques used in the current paper can be used alsoto modify the scheme of [8] in order to render it feasible with current technology.
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5.2 Coherent measurementsSo far, we have limited Bob to measuring pulses one at a time, and combining the classicalresults of these measurements with information subsequently obtained from Alice. Theformalism of quantum mechanics allows a more general kind of measurement, which iseven more infeasible than pulse storing. Such a measurement would treat the entiresequence of M pulses sent during step 2 as a single 2M{state quantum system, cause itto interact coherently with an intermediate quantum system of comparable complexity,maintain the phase coherence of the intermediate system for an arbitrarily long time,then �nally measure the intermediate system in a way depending on the informationprovided by Alice at step 4.In the light of the previous section, avoiding this attack appears easy. Indeed the �xwe just showed for pulse storing will also apply to this kind of attack. Unfortunately,the bit commitment scheme of [8] is also susceptible to coherent measurements (althoughin the case of that scheme the receiver will be Alice, which means that she will be theone who can potentially cheat). Alternatively, we could use the bit commitment schemeimplicit in [3], but it is susceptible to an attack related to the Einstein{Podolsky{Rosenparadox (in addition to requiring the use of single-photon pulses, which are hard togenerate in practice). As a consequence, it is not known whether our protocols can bemade unconditionally secure against all possible attacks consistent with quantum physics.Nevertheless, an interesting protocol results if we are satis�ed with computationalsecurity. Indeed, it is well-known that computationally secure bit commitments are pos-sible under the assumption that one-way functions exist [20, 19, 24]. Therefore, quantumphysics provides for an OT protocol that is computationally secure against unrestrictedtechnology (including the ability to perform coherent measurements) under the sole as-sumption that one-way functions exist. This is interesting because Impagliazzo andRudich have proved that one-way functions are not su�cient to implement OT in theclassical (ie non-quantum) model [21]. Moreover, under the assumption that one-waypermutations [25] or one-way group actions [10] exist, it is possible to accomplish aquantum OT protocol that will leak no additional information to either party unless thecomputational assumption is broken on-line, while the protocol is taking place. In con-trast, all classical OT protocols are susceptible to o�-line cheating: at least one partyhas complete information (in the sense of Shannon) on the other party's secret.AcknowledgementsWe are greatly indebted to Ivan Damg�ard for his many valuable comments. We thank alsoSilvio Micali for pointing out that computational complexity based quantum cryptogra-phy is interesting since it allows to build oblivious transfer around one-way functions.
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